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y discussion
of the coveringlaw theoryup to this point
has been concernedchiefly with its applicability to
explanations given of fairly large-scale historical
events or conditions. I now want to direct attention to a
narrower range of cases: the kind of explanation historians
generally give of the actions of those individuals who are
important enough to be mentioned in the course of historical
narrative. It will be my thesis in this chapter that the explanation of individual human behaviour as it is usually given in
history has features which make the covering law model
peculiarly inept.
My argument in Chapter II was, in part, an attempt to
clarify the sense in which historians' explanations can be,
and often are, given of unique events: a doctrine commonly
found in the writings of certain idealist philosophers of history. What I now wish to say may be regarded as an attempt
to rehabilitate to some extent a second traditional doctrine of
idealist philosophers of history which Gardiner has attacked
at length: the view that the objects of historical study are
fundamentally different from those, for example, of the
natural sciences, because they are the actions of beings like
ourselves;and that even if (for the sakeof argument) we allow
that natural events may be explained by subsuming them
under empirical laws, it rfould still be true that this procedure
is inappropriate in history. Sometimes such a view will be
supported by the belief that human actions-at any rate the
ones we call 'free'-do not fall under law at all. Sometimes
it will be alleged only that even if they do fall under law, discovery of the law would still not enable us to understand them
in the sense proper to this special subject-matter. It is the
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seco;rd of these claims which I especially want to consider
here.
The doctrine is commonly expressed with the aid of a
characteristic set of terms. To understand a human action, it
will be said, it is necessaryfor the inquirer somehow to discover its 'thought-side'; it is not sufficient merely to know
the pattern of overt behaviour. The historian must penetrate
behind appearances,achieve insight into the situation, idmtifu
himself sympathetically with the protagonist, project himself
imaginatively into his situation. He must reoiae, re-enact, /ethink, re-experiencethe hopes, fears, plans, desires, views,
intentions, &c., of those he seeksto understand. To explain
action in terms of covering law would be to achieve, at most,
an external kind of understanding. The historian, by the very
nature of his self-imposed task, seeksto do more than this.
It is worth noticing that historians themselves,and not just
professional philosophers of history, often describe their task
in theseterms. ProfessorButterfield is representativeof a large
group of his professional colleagues when he insists that "the
only understanding we ever reach in history is but a refinement, more or less subtle and sensitive, of the difficult-and
sometimes deceptive-process of imagining oneself in another
person's place". And elsewherein History and Human Relations, he writes:
I
Our traditionalhistoricalwriting . . . hasrefusedto be satisfiedwith
any merelycausalor stand-o{fishattitudetowardsthe personalitiesof
the past. It doesnot treat them as merethings, or just measuresuch
featuresof them asthe scientistmight measure;and it doesnot content
itself with merelyreportingaboutthem in the way an externalobserver
would do. It insiststhat the storycannotbe told correctlyunlesswe see
the personalities
from the inside,feelingwith them as an actor might
feel the part he is playing-thinking their thoughtsover againand sitting in the positionnot of the observerbut of the doerof the action.If it
is arguedthat this is impossible-as indeedit is-not merely doesit
still remainthe thing to aspireto, but in anycasethe historianmustput
himselfin the placeof the historicalpersonage,
must feel his predicament,mustthink asthoughhe lverethat man.Without this art not only
is it impossibleto tell the storycorrectlybut it is impossibleto interpret
the very documentson which the reconstruciiondepends.Traditional
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historical writing emphasizesthe importance of sympathetic imagination for the purpose of getting inside human beings. We may even say
that this is part of the science of history for it produces communicable results-the insight of one historian may be ratified by scholarsin
general,who then give currency to the interpretation that is produced.. . .r
Among

covering law logicians there is an 'official'

answer

to philosophers or historians who talk in this way about the
peculiarities of 'historical understanding'. The answer is that
although there is something right about it, the element of truth
in such an account is not a point of logic; it is a mixture of
psychological description and methodological precept. As a
psychological description of the historian's state of mind when
he succeedsin explaining the action of one of his characters,
the notion of 'empathy' or'imaginative understandingl, as it
is often called, will be allowed some merit-although it will be
represented as involving us all too easily in the philosophical
error of thinking that merely having certain experiences, or
thinking certain thoughts similar to those of the historical
agents, itself constitutes understanding or explaining. Similarly, as a suggestion as to how to go about discovering what
the agent's motives were, the 'empathy' theory will be admitted
to have a certain methodological point-although the reservation will be made that the principle involved often leads the
invesgigator astray. Professor Hempel puts the position succinctly in the following passage:
The historian,we aretold, imagineshimselfin the placeof the personsinvolvedin the eventswhich he wantsto explain;he triesto realize
ascompletelyaspossiblethe circumstances
underwhichtheyacted,and
the motiveswhich influencedtheir actions;and by this imaginaryselfidentificationwith his heroes,he arrivesat an understandingand thus
at an adequate
explanationof the eventswith whichhe is concerned.
This methodof empatly is, no doubt,frequentlyappliedby laymen
andby expertsin history.But it doesnot in itselfconstitutean explanation; it ratheris essentially
a heuristicdevice;its functionis to suggest
certain psychologicalhypotheseswhich might serveas explanatory
principlesin the caseunder consideration.
Statedin crudeterms,the
idea underlyingthis function is the following: the historianries to
realizehow he himselfwouldactunderthe givenconditions,andunder
I pp. 145-6. See also pp. 116-17.
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the particular motivations of his heroes; he tentatively generalizeshis
findings into a general rule and uses the latter as an explanatory principle in accounting for the actions of the persons involved. Now, this
procedure may sometimesprove heuristically helpful; but its use does
not guaranteethe soundnessofthe historical explanationto which it leads.
The latter rather depends upon the factual correctnessof the empirical
generalizationswhich the method of understandingmay have suggested.
Nor is the use of this method indispensablefor historical explanation.
A historian may, for example,be incapableof feeling himself into the role
of a paranoiac historic personality, and yet be able to explain certain
of his actions; notably by referenceto the principles of abnormalpsychology. Thus whether the historian is or is not in a position to identify
himself with his historical hero, is irrelevant for the correctnessof his
explanation; what counts, is the soundnessof the general hypotheses
involved, no matter whether they were suggestedby empathy, or by a
strictly behaviouristic procedure.'
Now I do not wish to deny that there is any value at all in
this sort of objection. But I think it important to show that
the argument does not cut as deeply as covering law theorists

commonly assume. For in recognizing the mixture of psychological and methodological elements in many statements of
the idealist position, and in denying that these amount to an
analysis of logical stmcture, these theorists fail to notice what
it is about explanations of human actions in history which
make the idealists want to say what they do-albeit in a quasipsychological and quasi-methodological way. And what is left
out, f wish to maintain, should properly be taken into account
in a logical analysis of explanation as it is given in history. I
shall argue that idealist theory partially, and perhaps defectively, formulates a certain pragmatic criterion operating in
explanations of action given by historians, and that when this
is ignored, we are quite properly puzzled as to why certain
alleged explanations, which meet the covering law requirements, would be dismissed by historians as unsatisfactoryperhaps even as 'no explanation at all'.
The discussion to follow may be regarded in part as an
t Op. cit., p.467. A similar argument is used by Crawford, op. cit., p. rS7;
R. S. Peters, op. cit., p. t43; Gardiner, op. cit., p. r2gi A. Danto, in 'Mere
Chronicle aod History Proper', Journal of Philosophy,1953,p. 176.
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attempt to 'make sense' of what Collingwood, in particular,
has to say about historical understanding-and I make no
apology for this. But although some reference will be made
to dicta of his, I shall not offer any close textual discussion of
his account. I shall try, rather, to bring out independently,
by reference to examples, features which covering law theory
seems to me to miss, going on thereafter to discuss likely
misunderstandings of, and objections to, the logical point
which appears to emerge out of such an examination.
z. Explaining and Just{ying Actions
The following extract from G. M. Trevelyan's The English
Reaolution is typical of a wide range of explanations of individual actions to be found in ordinary historical writing. In
the courseof an account of the invasion of England by William
of Orange, Trevelyan asks: "Why did Louis make the greatest
mistake of his life in withdrawing military pressurefrom Holland in the summer of 1688?" His answer is:
He wasvexedwith James,who unwiselychosethis momentof all, to
refusethe helpand adviceof his Frenchpatron,upon whosefriendship
he had basedhis wholepolicy.But Louis was not entirelypassion's
slave.No doubthe felt irritationwith James,but he alsocalculatedthat,
evenif William landedin England,therewould be civil war and long
troubles,asalwaysin that factiousisland.Meanwhile,he couldconquer
Europeat leisure," For twentyyears,"saysLoid Acton,"it hadbeenhis
desireto neutralizeEnglandby internalbroils,and he wasgladto have
the Dutch out of the way (in England)while he dealt a blow at the
EmperorLeopold(in Germany)."H" thought"it was impossiblethat
the conflictbetrveenJamesandWilliam shouldnot yield him an opportunity." This calculationwasnot asabsurdasit looksafterthe event.It
r
by theunexpected
wasonlydefeated
solidityof anewtypeof Revolution.
What Trevelyan here makesquite explicit is that, when we ask
for the explanation of 'ln action, what we very often want is a
reconstruction of the agent'scalculationof meansto be adopted
toward his chosen end in the light of the circumstances in
which he forrnd himself. To explain the action we need to
know what considerations convinced him that he should act
as he did.
I pp. ro5-6,
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But the notion of discovering the agent'scalculation, it must
be admitted, takes us no more than one preliminary step towards a satisfactoryanalysisof such explanations; and it may
in itself be misleading. It must not be assumed,for instance,
that the agent 'calculated' in the senseof deriving by strict
deductive reasoning the practical conclusion he drew-i.e.
that the various considerationsare elementsin a calculus. Indeed, Trevelyan's explanation provides an obvious example
to the contrary. Nor should we assumethat the explanatory
calculation must have been recited in propositional form,
either aloud or silently-a notion which one might be forgiven for extracting out of Collingwood's discussion of the
way thought must be re-enacted by historians in order to
understand intelligent, purposive actions. Not all high-grade
actions are performed deliberately in the sense that they are
undertaken with a plan consciouslypreformulated.
Indeed, it is tempting to say that in such casesthere is zo
calculation to be reconstructed by the historian. But such an
admission need not affect the main point; for in so far as we
say an action is purposive at all, no matter at what level of
conscious deliberation, there is a calculation which could be
constructed for it: the one the agent would have gone through
if he had had time, if he had not seen what to do in a flash, if
he had been called upon to account for what he did after the
event, &c. And it is by eliciting some such calculation that we
explain the action. It might be added that if the agent is to
understand his own actions, i.e. after the event, he may have
to do so by constructing a calculation in exactly the sameway,
although at the time he recited no propositions to himself. No
doubt there are special dangers involved in such construction after the fact. But although we may have to examine very
critically any particular example, the point is that when we do
consider ourselvesjustified in accepting an explanation of an
individual action, it u'ill most often assumethe generalform of
an agent's calculation.
Since the calculation gives what we should normally
call the agent's leasons for acting as he did, I shall refer
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hereafter to this broad class of explanationsas 'rational'.
It should be clear that this use of the expression'rational
explanation'is a narrower one than is often found in philosophical and semi-philosophicalliterature. It is sometimes
said, for instance, that all science,all systematicinquiry,
seeksa rational explanationfor what is observed,where all
that is meant is an explanationwhich takesaccountof all the
facts considercdpuzzling, and which does not violate, say,
the canonsof coherenceand induction. I intend something
much more restrictedthan this: an explanationwhich displays
the rationak of what was done.
The goal of suchexplanationis to showthat what wasdone
was the thing to have done for the reasonsgiven, rather than
merely the thing that is done on such occasions,perhapsin
accordancewith certain laws (looseor otherwise).The phrase
'thing to have done' betraysa crucially important feature of
explanations in terms of agent calculations-a feature quite
different from any we have noticed so far. For the infinitive
'to do' herefunctionsasa valueterm. I wish to claim therefore
that tlrere is an element of.appraisal of.what was done in such
explanations;that what we want to know when we ask to have
the action explainedis in what way it wasWropiate.Inthe
ordinary courseof affairs, a demandfor explanationis often
recogrfizedto be bt the sametime a challengeto the agentto
produce either justification or excusefor what was done. In
history, too, I want to argue,it will often be found impossible
to bring out the point of what is offeredas explanationunless
the overlappingof thesenotions,when it is human actionswe
are interestedin, is explicitly recognized.
Once again,however,I must be on guard againstoverstating the point; for I dofrot wish to imply that anything that is
explainedon the rational model is.thereby certified aithout
qulaliftcationasthe right, or proper, or intelligent thing to have
done. In saying that the explanationmust exhibit what was
done as appropriateor justified it is alwaysnecessaryto add
the philosopher'sproviso:'in a sense.'
The sensein question may be clarified if we note a scale
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along which rational explanations can be ranged. The scale
falls away from the simple case in which we can say: 'I find
his action perfectly intelligible; he did exactly as I should
have done.' It is a small step from such a case to one where
we can understand an action when we see that it is what we
should agree was the thing to do in view of the agent's peculiar
circumstances. In such a casethe explanation would consist of
an account of these circumstances; they are the missing data
which permit the construction of a calculation certifying the
action as appropriate. Sometimes, of course, the agent is
found to have been mistaken about the facts-including (as
Trevelyan's example of Louis XIV shows) his views about
what the results of certain lines of action will be. The agent
is thus mistaken about the nature of his circumstances; yet
his action can still be explained in the rational way so long as
by bringing his erroneous beliefs to bear, the calculation can
be satisfactorily constructed. It may also be necessary, at
times, to take note explicitly of the agent's purposes, which
may be quite different from the ones which the investigator
would have had in the same circumstances, or even in the
circumstances the agent envisaged. And the calculation may
also have to take into account certain peculiar principles of the
agent; for the action is rationally explained if it is in accordance
with the agent's principles-4o matter what we think of these.
There are thus gradations of rational explanation, depending on the amount of 'foreign' data which the investigator
must bring in to complete the calculation: beliefs, purposes,
principles, &c., of the agent which are different from those we
might have assumed in absence of evidence to the contrary.
Rational explanation may be regarded as an attempt to reach
a kind of logical equilibrium at which point an action is
matched with a calculation. A demand for explanation arises
when the equilibrium is upset-when from the 'considerations'
obvious to the investigator it is impossible to see the point of
what was done. The function of the historian's explanatory
story will in many casesbe to sketch in the corrections to these
'obvious' considerations which require to be made if the
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reader is to be able to say: 'Now I understand what he was
about."
In the light of this account, it should be clear how restricted
is the sensein which a rational explanation, as I use the term
here, must show that what was done was the appropriate or
right thing to have done. It is not necessaryfor the historian
to show that the agent had reason for what he did; it is sufficient for explanation to show that he had reasons. But the
element of appraisal remains in that what the historian declares to have been the agent's reasons must really Dereasons
(from the ,agent's point of view). To record what the agent
said his reasons were would not be enough to provide a
rational explanation unless the cogency of such reported
reasonscould be appreciatedby the historian, when any peculiar beliefs, purposes, or principles of the agent were taken into
account. Reported reasons,ifthev are to be explanatory in the
rational way, must be good reasonsat least in the sensethat gf
the situation had been as the agent envisaged it (whether or
not we, from our point of vantage, concur in his view of it),
then what was done would have been the thing to have done.
The historian must be able to 'work' the agent's calculation.
g. The Point of the'Identification' Metaphor
If rhy account of rational explanation is correct, what should
we say about the view that historical understanding is 'empathetic'? It seemsto me that our being able to range rational
explanations along a scale in the way described above gives
a real point to the 'projection' metaphors used by empathy
theorists. Perhaps it is because the scale has been either
ignored or misunderstood that what such theorists have said
has been so easily written off as obvious but uninteresting, or
as interesting but dangerous.
Covering law logicians commonly speak of empathy as a
'methodological dodge'. And it might, I suppose,be claimed
that if an old, practised historian were to say to a novice: 'You
will never understand the way medieval knights behaved
I See note C,p.
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unless you drop your 2oth century prejudices and try to see
things from their point of view', he may be telling the novice
how to get on with his job, and thus be making a point which
might be called 'methodological'. But I cannot believe that
what the old hand offers his young colleagueis (in Hempel's
words) "a heuristic device" whose function is "to suggest
certain psychological hypotheses which might serve as explanatory principles in the case under consideration". As
Hempel goes on to explain, by this he means that the historian, since he lacks empirically tested psychological laws
which fit, say, the behaviour of medieval knights, must do
something about repairing the deficiency if he is ever to give
an explanation of knightly activities; for according to the
covering law theory there is no explanation without empirical laws. Clearly the historian, especiallythe novice, is in
no position to work over the whole field himself in search of
the required laws. So, according to Hempel, he takes a short
cut; he imagines himself in the knight's position, asks himself
whzt he would have done, generalizes the answer as an empirical law covering knights (i.e. from a single imaginary case),
and in this way satisfiesthe logical requirements of the model.
Hempel warns us, of course,,thatthe use of the 'device' does
not "guarantee the soundness of the historical explanation to
which it leads", which depends rather "upon the factual correctness of the empirical generalizations which the method
of understanding may have suggested". That is, we may presume, further empirical confirmation of the generalization
must come in before we can regard the explanation as anything more than an inspired guess. In Hempel's terminolory,
the generalization is only a "hypothesis" until it has received
the sort of empirical confirmation and testing that any respectable scientific law must undergo, losing in the processthe
marks of its AthenaJike origin.
In the light of what was said in the previous section, it
should be clear how misleading this is as an account of 'empathetic understanding'. No doubt there esa methodological
side to the doctrine; and it might be formulated in some such
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way as: 'Only by putting yourself in the agent's position can
you fi.nd out why he did what he did.' Here the suggestion is
admittedly that by an imaginative technique we shall disagent's motives or reasons
cover some neut information-the
for acting. When Collingwood saysthat historical understanding consists of penetrating to the thought-side of actionsdiscovering the thought and nothing further-the temptation
to interpret this in the methodological way is understandably
strong. But there is another way in which the doctrine can be
formulated: 'Only by putting yourself in the agent's position
can you understandwhy he did what he did.' The point of the
'projection' metaphor is, in this case, more plausibly interpreted as a logical one. Its function is not to remind us of
lnw we corne to hnow certain facts, but to formulate, however tentatively, certain conditions which must be satisfied
before a historian is prepired to say: 'Now I have the explanation.'
To dismiss 'empathy' as a mere'methodological dodge' is
to assume, falsely, that all there is to notice when rational
explanations are given is a second-rate method of obtaining
the same sort of result as can be obtained more reliably by
direct attempts to subsume what is to be explained under an
empirical covering law. But, as I have tried to show, at least
part of what is meant by talking about the 'need to project',
&c., is not.achievable at all by the method recommended by
covering law theorists. To accept Hempel's argument against
'empathy' is to obliterate a distinction between explanation
types: a distinction between representing something as the
thing generally done, and representing it as the appropriate
thing to have done. Thus, when Hempel, after the passage
quoted, goes on to say;:"The kind of understanding thus conveyed must be clearly separated from scientific understanding", I have no objection to make, provided that by'scientific
understanding' is meant 'knowing to fall under an empirical
law'. But Hempel's account of the alternative is quite unsatisfactory. For'empathetic understanding', interpreted as
'rational explanation', is not a matter of "presenting the pheno-
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by means of attractively worded metaphors".
No doubt the widespread resistance to admitting the need
to cite anything more than antecedent conditions and a general
law in explaining actions owes something to the air of mystery
surrounding the language in which 'empathy' theory is often
framed:'projection','identification','imagination','insight',
'intuition', &c. Such words arouse the suspicion that, if the
conditions of the covering law theory are not met, it will be
necessary to claim that the historian's explanation somehow
goes beyond the limits of empirical inquiry into the realm of
the unverifiable. As Gardiner puts it, historians often seem
to be credited with "an additional power of knowing which
allows them to 'penetrate into' the minds of the subjects of
their study and take, as it were, psychological X-ray photographs".' And in the bulletin of the American Social Science
Research Council already referred to, historians are warned
against a view of 'historical understandingr'supposed to be
"achieved not by introducing general laws or relevant antecedent events, but by an act of intuition', 'imaginative identification', 'empathy' or 'valuation' which makes the historical
occurrence plausible or intelligible", and whose adequacy is
determined by "a self-certifying insight".z To allow the legitimacy of empathy appears to many of its opponents as the
granting of a licence to eke out scanty evidence with imaginative filler.
It is the.reforeworth my denying explicitly that what I have
called rational explanation is in any damaging sense beyond
empirical inquiry. As I have pointed out already, it has an
inductive, empirical side, for we build up to explanatory
equilibrium from the eoidence.To get inside Disraeli's shoes
the historian does not simply ask himself : 'What would I have
done ?'; he readsDisraeli's dispatches,his letters, his speeches,
&c.-and not with the purpose of discovering antecedentconditions falling under some empirically validated law, but rather
in the hope of appreciating the problem as Disraeli saw it. The
t Op. cit., p. rz8,
4980.10

2 Bulletin No,

54, p, n8.
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attempt to provide rational explanation is thus-if you like
the term-'scientific' explanation in a broad sense; there is
no question of the investigator letting his imagination run
riot. Indeed, many'empathy' theorists have expressly guarded
against such a misinterpretation of their views. To Butterfield,
for instance, historical understanding is not a deliberate commission of the sin of anachronism; it is a "process of emptying
oneself in order to catch the outlook and feelings of men not
like-minded with oneself".'
ft is true, of course, that the direction of inquiry in the
explanation of actions is generally from what the inquirer
presumes the relevant agent calculation to be-using his own,
or his society'sconception of rational purposesand principles
-to what he discovers to be the peculiar data of the historical
agent: a direction suggested by the scale already indicated.
In view of this, Butterfield's admonition to 'empty ourselves'
is a little sweeping. In achieving rational explanation of an
action we do project-but we project from our own point of
view. In each case, the inclusion of 'foreign' data in the calculation requires positive evidence that the zgent was not
like-minded with us. The historian does not build up to
explanatory equilibrium from scratch. But this is far from
admitting the covering law objection that the whole direction
of the inquiry amounts to a vicious methodology. The procedure is self-corrective.
There is thus no reason to think that what I am calling
'rational' explanations are put forward as self-evidently true,
as some philosophers who talk of insight'may seem to imply.
Collingwood has sometimes been thought to provide justification for those who attack empathy theory on this account
-e.9. when he repre*nts the understanding of an action as
an immediate leap to the discovery of its 'inside', without the
aid of any general laws, and (it may appear) without the use of
any inductive reasoning at all." But it is always possible that a
I Op. cit., p. 146.
2 e.g.
"When [the historian] knows what happened, he already knows why it
happened" (The ldea of llistory, p.2r4),
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mistake has been made in the inductive reasoning which provided the factual information for the calculation. It is always
possible that further data may come in which will upset the
logical equilibrium-perhaps evidence that the agbnt did not
know something which it was at first thought he did. The
ability of the historian to go through what he takes to be a
relevant calculation does not guarantee the correctness of the
explanation given; correctforrn is never a guarantee of correct
contmt. But this is nothing more than the normal hazard of
any empirical inquiry.
4. Gmeralizations and Principles of Action
Some exponents of the covering law model, while accepting
the thesis of the two preceding sections, may object that this
only amounts to recognizingan additional condition of a pragmatic sort which explanations must often satisfy in ordinary
historical writing. It may be held, therefore, that what I say
about rational explanation affects the claims of covering law
theory only on its sufficient condition side. It seems to me,
however, that in caseswhere we want to elicit the rationale of
what was done, there are special reasons for regarding the
model as false or misleading gn its necessary condition side
as well. For in an important sense, rational explanation falls
short of, as well as goes beyond, subsuming a case under a
general empirical larv.
Any argument to the effect that a satisfactory or complete
rational explanation must subsume what is explained under
an empirically ascertainable 'regularity' depends on treating
the data of the agent's calculation as 'antecedent conditions'
(no doubt a very complicated set). It will be said that no
matter what elseis said about these conditions, they must be
data from which what was done could have been predicted;
and that the only difficulties we should encounter in trying
to formulate the implicit covering law linking these to actions
of the kind performed would be the ones discussed in Chapter
II above (which I propose to ignore here). If we say: 'Disraeli
attacked Peel becausePeel was ruining the landed class', we
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mean inter alia that anyone like Disraeli in certain respects
would have done the same thing in a situation similar in
certain respects-the respects in question being discol'ered by
pressing for amplification of the single reasongiven.
Now this objection is an important one, becauseits plausibility arises out of a genuine characteristic of rational explanation which ought to be made clear. For it is quite true that
'reasons for acting' as well as 'conditions for predicting' have
a hind of generality or universality. If y is a good reason for
A to do r, then y would be a good reason for anyone sufficiently hke A to do r under sufficiently similar circumstances.
But this universality of reasons is unlike the generality of an
empirically validated law in a way which makes it especially
hazardous to say that by giving a rational explanation, an
historian commits himself to the truth of a corresponding law.
For if a negative instance is found for a general empirical law,
the law itself must be modified or rejected, since it statesthat
people dobehavein a certain way under certain circumstances.
But if a negative instance is found for the sort of general statement which might be extracted out of a rational explanation,
the latter would not necessarilybe falsified. For that statement
would expressa judgement of the form: 'When in a situation
of type CL . . . C" the thing to do is r.' The 'implicit law' in
such explanation is better called a principle of action than a
generalization(or even a principle of inference).'
It is true that finding a large number of negative instances
-finding that people often do not act in accordancewith itwould create a presumption against the claim of a given principle to universal validity. But it would not compel its withdrawal; and if it was not withdrawn, the explanatory value of
the principle for thosenactionswhich were in accordancewith
it would remain. It is true, too, that if a particular person
often acted at variance with a principle which he was said to
hold, the statement that he held that principle would come
into question. But that statement would not necessarily be
falsified; and if it rvere retained, we could still explain in the
I Se e No te D, p . r 7 r .
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rational way those of his actions which were in accordance
with it. The connexionbetweena principle of action and the
'cases'falling under it is thus intentionally and peculiarly
loose.
I do not deny, of course,that we often canpredict successfully a person's responseto a situation if we know, among
other things, what his principles are (in so far as they are
peculiar).fn representingthe actionasthe thing to havedone,
even in the extendedsenserequired for rational explanation,
we to someextent licensethe conclusionthat it was the thing
to haveexpected.Having said'A did r becauseofl', wherey
is I's reasonfor doing r, we could alsosay thata bystander
who knew the fact !, and also knew what l's purposesand
principleswere,shouldnot be surprisedat A's doing r. It is
thus easyenough,under the guidanceof a generaltheory of
explanationwhich requires it, to slip into believing that the
real force of the original explanationresidesin alleviatingsuch
surprise;that its point is to shorvthat this is the kind of thing
we can expect to be done by such a person in such circumstances,and that the justification for the expectationmust be
found in experience
of similar cases.
The widespreadfailure to distinguish betweenexplanations
which '"pply' empirical laws and those which 'apply' principles of action may owe sornethingto the fact that the word
'because'is systematicallyambiguousin this connexion.Taken
in isolation,it is very seldombeyondall doubtwhethera given
explanatorystatementof the form 'He did r becauseof y' is to
be takenin the rational senseor not, i.e. whether the 'because'
derivesits explanatoryforce from an empirical law or a principle. The particular 'because'does not carry its language
level on its face; this has to be determinedby other means.
It is thus often possible to interpret an explanation at the
wrong level for a long time without committing any obvious
logical errors.And this leavesplenty of room for maneuvring
by philosopherswho havea thesisto maintainwhich requires
that only one level be recognized.
Whether an explanationof a piece of behaviour is to be
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interpreted rationally or not will often depend on the context
of utterance; we may have to ask how the explanation would
be argued for, what else would be said if it were expanded, &c.
Take the following example from Trevelyan's discussion of
the problem of the early eighteenth-centurysmog in London:
On dayswhen the north-eastwind carriedthe smoke-cloud,even
Chelseabecamedangerousto the asthmatic,as the mild philosopher
Earl of Shaftesburyhad reasonto complain.There is no wonderthat
King William with his weaklungshadlivedat HamptonCourtwhenhe
could,andat Kensington.lvhen
he must.r
The explanation offered can easily be reduced to a 'because'
statement.But what exactly doesthe historian mean to imply:
does he mean that any person would have done so, circumstances being rvhat they were ? Or does he mean that any
sensibleperson would have done so ? The explanation could
surely be pushed either way, depending on how we cared to
read it. And the expianation may be satisfactory(in the sense
of 'adequate for its type') no matter which way it is read.
Butterfield would no doubt elect to defend it in the second,
or rational, way, while Gardiner, in the interests of his thesis,
could choose the regularity way without obvious logical error.
We cannot settle the issue between them until the writer
gives us a more definite indication of what he intends. It is
worth noticing, in this connexion, that many of the examples
used by Gardiner to support the covering law model could
be plausibly re-analysedin the rational way. The force of the
explanation of Louis XIV's unpopularity in terms of his
policies being detrimental to French interests is very likely to
be found in the detailed description of the aspirations,beliefs,
and problems of Louis's subjects. Given these men and their
situation, Louis and his policies, their dislike of the king was
an appropriale response.
Nor is the ambiguity confined to the word 'because'; it can
be traced through a wide variety of terms used to describeand
explain actions. It can be found, for instance, in the terms
'natural' and 'humanly possible', which Mr. W. H. Walsh
I EnglishSocial History, London, 1946,p,337.
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employs in An Introduction to Philosoplry of History, when
arguing that explanations of action in history are accomplished
by means of basic non-technical generalizations.r "We are
agreed", Walsh declares, "that to understand an historical
situation we must bring some kind of general knowledge to
bear on it, and the first question to ask here is clearly in what
this general knowledge consists." Against the positivists he
maintains that the most important generalizations used in an
historian's explanations do not come from any of the sciences;
they are fundamental judgements about human nature"judgments about the characteristic responseshuman beings
made to the various challenges set them in the course of their
lives, whether by the natural conditions in which they live, or
by their fellow beings". These constitute a 'scienceof hurnan
nature' distinguishable from scientific psychology; they provide the historian with a criterion of rvhat is 'humanly possible', rvhen he seeksto understand the past.
But the 'science of human nature' here described does not
differ logically from scientific psychology; it is really just the
common-sense psychology of the plain man. If left at that,
Walsh's argument would make no other point against the
positivists than Hempel's own admission that, becauseof the
unfortunate backwardness of the science of psychology, historians must formulate many of the 'laws of human nature'
required on the basis of their owir experience. But the facts of
historical writing which stimulate Walsh's sympathy with the
idealists seem to me to require our drawing, not a distinction
merely between different sourcesof empirical laws used, but
between different types of. explanation. For we sometimes
want to explain actions not by representing them as instances
of laws, but as the reasonable thing to have done; and when
we do, if we appeal to 'general knowledge' zt all, it is to principles of behaviour rather than empirical generalizations;
to knowledge of what to do rather than of what is usually or
always done.
Walsh does not put it this way, yet there are suggestions of
t Chap. III,

sections 4, 5.
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the point in some of his remarks. For instance, in pointing
out that the basic general knowledge which historians bring to
their work differs from one historian to another, he includis
both knowledge of how men do and (he adds 'perhaps')
should behave.r And again, in a footnote, he considers favourably Ryle's term'knowledge how' (i.e. practical knowledge of
some kind) as a characterization of what is to be included in
the envisaged'science of human nature'.z There is a hint of the
sameview in his acceptanceof the suggestion that the 'science'
in question is continuous with common sense-which, it may
be remarked, is generally taken to cover our knowledge of
what to do, as well as of what is generally done.r And the use
of 'challenge-response' terminology in describing the nature
of the fundamental judgements concerned points roughly in
the same direction.+
Walsh's terms 'humanly possible' and'human nature'are
located at the centre of the difficulty; they straddle the distinction between explanation types, or between the levels of
language at which we talk about actions. Consider the following explanatory remark of Ramsey Muir about a political
decision of George III. "The king", he writes, ". . . naturally
chose Shelburne rather than the hated Whigs."s fn z wa1yt
this word does, as Walsh might say, representthe action as a
charatteristic response, in that anyone with George III's
political memories would have tried to keep the Whigs out.
But there is a very strong suggestion,too, that this response
was appropriate in a rational sense; to say the choice naturally
went to Shelburne is to imply that this was obviously the
right thing for the king to do-from his point of view. Similarly, saying that an historian has a keen appreciation of what
is 'humanly possible'dneayrefer to the sort of law-governed
phenomenon Walsh cites, e.g. "that men who undergo great
physical privations are for the most part lacking in mental
energy". But I think it may just aswell refer to the fundamental
t p.69.
' p.66'

t p.65.

s A Short History of the British Commonwealth.
vol. ii, p. ro5.
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principles on which any man may be expected to order his
activities.
5. The Standpoint of Historical Writing
I have argued that rational explanation is a recognizably
distinct type of explanation; that it employs a criterion of
intelligibility which is different from that formulated by the
covering law model, and that there are special reasons for
objecting to the claim that such explanations require the truth
of correspondingempirical laws. Let me now ask what we can
say about the relation between such explanation and other
kinds, and what, in general, is its role in historical writing.
It seems to me that there is a general presumption that a
given action will be explicable on the rational model if we
study it closely enough. The general belief that people act for
sufficient reason does not arise out of definite pieces of evidence in particular cases;it is a standing presumption which
requires contrary evidence in a particular case to defeat'
Acknorvledging the presumption does not imply that all
actions must ultimately be done for sufficient reasons-even in
the weak sensesketchedin the foregoing sections; but it does
register the conviction that it wil generally be worth while
making a sustainedeffort to 'save the appearances'rationally.
If the first calculation we trylto match with an action fails to
fit it, then we normally consider ourselvesobliged to look for
evidenceof additional, and perhaps queer' beliefs, &c', of the
agent which, when explicitlyrecognized, permit the construction of a calculation which enjoins what was done. On the
other hand, if we have satisfactorily achieved an equilibrium,
we tend to regard this as a proper stopping place. The rational
explanation of an action at a particular level carries a certain
degree of plausibility on its face.
It is impossible to set theoretical limits to the guiding force
of the presumption of rationality. It may often, for instance,
lead us into attributing unconscious motives for action.
Psychoanalystsseemto find it therapeutically useful to extend
the scope of the presumption beyond the limits which would
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be countenanced in ordinary historical writing. But although
no firm boundary can be drawn here, it is neverthelessnecessary to recognize the fact that there will be particular casesin
which u'e find it impossible to rationalize what was done, so
that if an explanation is to be given at all, it will have to be of
another kind. To say a priori that all actions must have a
rationale, no matter how hard to discover, is just a dogmaalthough we could make it analytically true by a suitable
definition of 'action'. In the ordinary course of affairs, rational
and non-rational explanations of actions are alternativesand alternatives sought in a certain order. We give reasons if
we can, and turn to empirical laws if we must.r
Not only is this done in the ordinary course of affairs; it
is done, too, in ordinary historical writing. Historians, as well
as plain men, tend to push their explanations as high up the
'scale of understanding' as possible. Proof for this assertion
would have to rest upon a detailed examination of historical
writing, which cannot be undertaken here. But the following
quotation appears to me typical in what it reveals about the
workaday approach of historians to the problem of explaining
human actions. In The English Ra:olution, while describing
the last years of the Interregnum, f . D. Jonesremarks:
It would be falsifyinghistory to bring orderout of the confusionof
theyeafbetween
thefall of Richardandthereturnof CharlesIl. Thereis
n9 logicor reasonin it. The resurrections
andre-burialsof the Rump:
the meteoricenergiesandextinctionof Lambert,now a Fifth Monarchist, nowconsidered
aneligiblefather-inJawto CharlesStuart:theryptic
esolutionof Monck from the Cromwellian,Republican,Presbyterian
to Royalist: the alliancesof Fleetwoodwith Ludlow, Lambert, the
Anabaptistsand the Rump-all theseeventsproducea tangledskein
of desperation,
irresolutionand treacherywhichneedse psychologist,s
rather than a historian'salpbs;s."
The passagesuggests that Jones has an ideal of explanation
which he finds frustratingly inapplicable to the case of, for
example, Monck's observed behaviour in 1658-9. He is so
t The relation between giving the reasons for, and giving
the causes of, an
action is a little more complicated. I discuss this in section 7.
2 London, r93r, p. ro6, my italics.
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accustomed to using it in the course of his work that he
appropriates it as the model of 'historical explanation', relegating the other kind (like Collingwood) to the attention of
psychologists.r In so sharply repudiating any responsibility for
giving a psychological explanation, Jones no doubt goes too
far; for if a psychological theory were necessaryand available
to explain Monck's 'cryptic' behaviour, it would be the historian's business to use it, and it would be of interest to the
reader to know it. But except in history deliberately written to
a thesis, non-rational explanation only supplements, it does
not replace, the rational sort.
In this respect history is logically continuous with literature
rather than social science, if by the latter we mean something
like a social 'physics'. This sort of claim has often been made,
but usually for reasonswhich fail to reduce the cogency of the
covering law theory as an account of the logical structure of all
explanation. Trevelyan, for instance, seemsto regard the use
of narrative in the presentation of results as the feature which
puts history among the humanities.'zFor to a narrative exposition, the canons of literary taste apply. The authors of the
American Social ScienceResearchCouncil's Bulletin No. 64,
on the other hand, regard muc.h historical writing as "in the
tradition of the humanities" because, on their view, its conclusions lack empirical verifieation.3 Both views leave the
logical claims of the model intact. But my claim is rather that
certain criteria of what shall count as etcplanation are applied
throughout the humane studies which have, to say the least'
a doubtful place in most programmes of social science. Even
those who deplore this fact have often seen the point at issue.
F. J. Teggart, a self-conscious reformer of history, in attacking
the unregenerate kind, observes sourly: "The intelligibility
which the historian thus introduces into the materials which
he selectsfor his composition is of the sameorder as that proI ln The Idea of History (p. z9) Collingwood attacks history whose "chief purpose is to affirm laws, psychological laws". This, he says, is "not history at all,
but natural science of a special kind".
7 History and the Reader, London, rg45, pp. ro ff.; and Trevelyan's plea for
3 pp. r3o-r.
'literary history' in CIio, A Muse, London, r93o, PP' t4o-76.
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vided by the author of a historical novel or drama."t The
comparison is, of course, in Teggart's eyes quite damning.
What is at stakehere is the proper'standpoint' or'approach'
to at any rate a large part of the subject-matter of history.
Collingwood declares that history is not a,spectacle.zWhat he
means could perhaps be put in terms of a distinction between
two standpoints from which human actions can be studied.
When we subsume an action under a law, our approach is that
of a spectator of the action; we look for a pattern or regularity
in it. But when we give an explanation in terms of the purpose
which guided the action, the problem which it was intended
to resolve, the principle which it applied, &c., we adopt the
standpoint from which the action was done: the standpoint
of an agent. In adopting this standpoint, the investigator
appreciates the agent's problem and appraises his response to
it. The importance in history of explanations given from the
agent's standpoint gives some point to well-known idealist
dicta like 'All history is contemporary history', and 'All history
is history ofthought'. Such slogans are exaggeratedand paradoxical, but they do register an awarenessthat the problems
of historical agents have to be faced by the reader and the
investigator if they are to understand what was done.
It should, perhaps, be added that the historian's preference
for the rational model sometimes leads him into making highly
elliptical explanatory statements when group rather than
individual behaviour is being considered-statements which
have sometimes scandalized literal-minded philosophers when
they have come to analyse them. In highly condensed general
histories, classesand nations and societiesare often personified
and written about in a quasi-rational way. Thus Germany's
attack on Russia in r94t may be explained by citing the threat
of Russian encirclement-as if a 'calculation' of this sort were
relevant to the actions of a super-agent called 'Germany'. The
precise analysis of such statements would, no doubt, often
present difficulties; but I think it is clear that referenceto the
I Theory and Processes
of History, Berkeley and Los Angeles, r94r, p. 78.
2 Op. cit,, pp. t64, zr4.
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more detailed studies on which such general histories rest
would show that what the 'calculation' in question really explains is the actions of those individuals who were authorized
io act 'for Germany'. In other casesthe actions of groups
are explained on the rational model by means of a kind of
'typical' calculation---e.g. when an historian asks why the
Puritans, in particular, became exercised about taxation in
seventeenth-century England, or why the Slavswere especially
hostile to the Hapsburg monarchy in the early years of the
present century. Such extensions of rational explanation
would appear to raise no problem other than the practical
one of determining whether, in a particular case, the group
concerned is homogeneous enough for this kind of treatment.
A different, although related, problem which is sometimes
raised by the extension of what I have called rational explanation beyond the sphere of particular actions of particular
individuals, is whether the motives, purposes' circumstances,
&c., of historical agents afford suftcient explanation of largescale historical phenomena. There is, as Whitehead has put it,
a "senselessside" to history;r and by this he meansmore than
that natural phenomena, which cannot' of course, be explained
rationally, have to be taken into account by historians- For
the 'senseless' also appears in, larger-scale social results of
individual actions which are not themselves explicable on the
rational model because they are not what any individualeven one acting for a group-intended or even wanted to
happen; and they may often, indeed, be quite the reverse.
According to Mrs. K. Cornforth, it is precisely this sort of
thing (e.g. "the introduction of steam in modern times, and
the development of the cinema industry") which can be
explained by general 'scientific' theories of the historical proceis; and she regards such explanations as the more profound
and important ones.z M. R. Cohen, too' warns us against
I Adoentures of ldeas, Cambridge, 1933' p.8.
2 'Explanation in History', Proceedings of the Atistoteli%,t
1935r P . r37.
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exaggerating the extent to which the notion of 'purpose' can
be appealed to in explaining social phenomena.' The voyage
of Columbus was a cause of the spread of European civilization to America, but the result is not explained by the voyage,
nor did Columbus intend it.
What Cornforth and Cohen say has a certain point, but it
can be misleading. For to say that the sort of phenomena they
have in mind cannot be explained, or explained adequately,
in purposive terms may mean one or another of two things. If
it means merely that they cannot be explained in terms of the
purposes of some individual who stage.managed the whole
thing, then of course no objection need be raised at all. But if
they mean that a perfectly adequate explanation of the gross
event cannot be given in terms of the rationale of the activities
of the various individuals involved-and this is strongly suggested-then it is surely necessaryto disagree. An historian's
explanation of the spread of European civilization to America
will normally be what I called in Chapter II 'piecemeal'; and
it will involve a detailed examination, mainly in rational terms,
of the activities and motives of countless individuals and
groups; the French Jesuits and the English Puritans as well as
Columbus; Colbert and Raleigh as well as Philip II; fur
traders, explorers, gold-seekers, land-hungry peasants, and
a host of others. As for the question whether explanation can
or cannot, should or should not, be given in terms of 'theories
of the historical process' where these are available, all that
needs to be said is that this would be uncharacteristic of
ordinary historical writing. And I can see no reason to brand
the more charaiteristic sort of thing less 'profound'.
6

6. The Model of the DispositionalStatement
There remainsthe questionof how my accountof typical
explanationsof action in history squareswith the alternative
analysisoffered by Gardiner in The Nature of Historical Etcplanation. Gardiner's accountof the way we are "to interpret
t

'The Social Sciences and the Natural Sciences', The Social Scicncesand their
ftttertelations, cds, W. F. Ogbum and A. Goldenweiser, Boston, ry27rpp.445-5.
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explanations in terms of motives, desires, intentions, and so
forth" is summarizedin the following passage, with reference
to the example: 'John hit you with a hammer because he is
bad-tempered.' Of this statement, he writes:
It would be absurd to deny that this is an explanation: but it would
be equally ludicrous to imagine that it could in some manner be 'reduced' to an explanation assertinga causalrelation between two events
or processes,
one of which is labelled'John'sbad temper'. 'John is badtempered' is a sentencewhich, amongst other things, is predictive of
how John is likely to behave in various (only vaguely indicated) types
of situations. The function of the 'because'in the statement alluded to
is to set a statement referring to a specific action within the context of
a general statement about John's behaviour which can be 'unpacked'
into an indefinite rangeof statementsconcerninghis reactionsto various
kinds of circumstances.It represents,if you like, an instanceof how he
can in general be expected to behave under certain conditions. It sets
John's action within a pattern, the pattern of his normal behaviour.
It is in terms of this usageof 'explanation', rathbr than in terms of the
cause-effectusage,that historians' (and ordinary persons') accountsof
human actions of the kind we are considering are to be understood.
This is not to say that it would be correct to bundle together into an
amorphous heap historical explanationsreferring to desires,intentions,
purposes, plans, and programmes, as if there were not important
differences between them. To say that an individual's actions were
planned or conformed to a progrdnme or policy may be very different
from saying that they were intended; and again, to say that they were
intended can be different from ,saying that they were motivated by
such-and-sucha desire. And these casesagain are different from those
in which rile say that his actions were 'reasoned'or'considered'. But in
all theseinstancesit is with explanationin the senseof fitting a particular
action within a certain pattern that we are concerned. The patterns are
familiar to us both from experience of our own behaviour and from
experienceof the ways other people behave; and it is in virtue of this
that we are able to make the inferences and provide the explanations
in question.r
Gardiner here contends that statements attributing motives,
purposes, intentions, &c., have a peculiar and complex logical
form. He admits that such statements cannot be forced into
the Procrustean Bed of the covering law model, and in admit-

ting this, he parts companywith both Popper and Hempel.
t pp. rz4-5.
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In a passagequoted in Chapter I, Popper remarks: ". . . if we
explain Caesar'sdecision to cross the Rubicon by his ambition
and energy, say, then we are using some very trivial psychological generalizations which would hardly ever arouse the
attention of a psychologist". And Hempel, too, goesout of his
way to deny that explanations in terms of the motives of
individuals raise any difficulties for the covering law analysis.
Such explanations,he says,are not "essentially different from
the causal explanations of physics and chemistry". For
Hempel, motives are antecedent conditions which must be
linked to resulting actions by covering laws before they have
explanatory force.'Presumably he would deal in a similar way
with all those explanationswhich attribute desires,emotions,
pu{poses,plans, &c., to historical agents.
Gardiner's refusal to follow Popper and Hempel here is
based on a general analysis of 'mental conduct concepts'
similar to the one offered by Ryle in The Concept of Mind."
According to Ryle, laws connect events or govern processesbut motives are neither events nor processes. The notion
that a motive could be a special kind of antecedent condition
or cause of actions, i.e. a mental kind, he repudiates as a
'logical howler'; for if true, it would make a large range of
causal statements about actions empirically unverifiable-not
just frr practice, but in principle. It is not just that, in the case
of other people, we cannot observe the ghostly events or p"rocesses-the various motives-which would have to be mentioned in the protases of the law statements supposed to be
required for causal explanation. We cannot properly be said
to observe such mental causeseven in ourselves-a contention
which undercuts any protest that we argue by analogy from
our own experienceto the existehce of mental causes correlated with other people's overt .behaviour. Ryle maintains
that our ordinary use of motive languagelends support to his
thesis here. To put it formally: if motive words name events
r Such laws, linking motive with action motivated, should not be confused
with laws linking circumstances with actions responding to them.
2 London, 1949, especially chap, iv.
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or processes,then event-predicatesand process-predicates
should be applicable.But, as Ryle's book is designedto show
in impressivedetail, the attemptto apply them generatesnonsense.
If, for thesereasons,explanationin terms of motivescannot
require the currencyof a generallaw, what is its logicalforce?
Ryle answersthis questionwith a generalaccountof the logic
of dispositionalcharacteristics.He arguesthat to attribute a
motive to an agentis to relatethe motivatedaction to certain
other things the agentdid, or would have done, in theseand
other circumstances.To use Gardiner'sphrase,the "function
of the 'because'" in a motive explanationis to indicate the
generalpattern of behaviourof which the particular actionis a
part. The logical model for explanationof this kind is given
at its simplestin Ryle's celebratedcontrastbetweentwo kinds
of thing \trecan say about the breakingof a pane of glass.If
we say'The glassbrokewhen the stonehit it becausewhenever
stoneshit glassit breaks',we give (subjectto the qualifications
urged in precedingchapters)a law-coveredexplanation.But
if we say 'The glassbroke when the stone hit it becauseit is
brittle', we explain what happenedin terms of a dispositional
property of glass. The dispositional characteristic 'being
brittle' is neither an additional antecedenthappening nor a
law. It has,however,an explanatoqyvalue of its own because,
like a law, there is generalityin it.
A statementattributing a dispositional characteristiclike
'brittle' might be called 'lawlike' because,like a law, it is at
leastpartly hypotheticalin what it implies; it can be satisfied
by a wide range of behaviour, of which shattering on the
impact of a stoneis only one kind. The relation which covering law theoristsclaim to find betweenpredictionand explanation is therefore,to someextent, preserved.If we know that
glassis brittle, we know what sort of thing to expectwhen we
hearthat a brick hasbeenthrown at a window pane.The precision of prediction decreases,
of course,with the complexity
of the behaviourpattern indicated by the dispositionalterm.
In the caseof glass,and in the caseof human reflexesand
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habits-Ryle's'single-track'
or determinate dispositionszctloalizationsfollow a narrowly restricted pattern. But in the
caseof motives-which are 'many-tracked' or determinablethey do not. Thus to say that Disraeli attacked Peel in 1846
becausehe was ambitious is to imply only that the attack was
one of a number of things, systematically related, which the
use of the word 'ambition' licenses us to expect. It is not to
imply that from the conditions of 1846 it could have been
deduced(with the aid of the dispositional statement) that he
would make such an attack.
Covering law theorists may be tempted to argue that the
connexion between dispositional and law-covered explanations is really much closer than I have made it appear; for
just as, in the case of the breaking glass, we may assume that
the dispositional property holds by virtue of certain physical
laws concerning the behaviour of glass and bricks, so the dispositional properties attributed to human agents may appear
to be applicable becauseof there being regularities in human
behaviour which are formulable in terms of laws (however
'loose'). But if this is taken to mean that a dispositional
explanation of a particular human action depends in any way
on the truth of such laws, it involves a misunderstanding of
the distinction which has been drawn between explanation
types.'For 'ambition' is not a. general characteristic of men
(or even, perhaps, of politicians) in the way 'being brittle' is of
glass.To say'Disraeli attackedPeel becausehe was ambitious'
draws attention to the general pattern of action into which his
particular action fits, but it implies nothing about the kind of
men from whom this kind of action can be expected. It merely
implies that action of this. general pattern can be expected
from Disraeli; it subsrrtneshis action under a regularity said to
hold for a particular person, rather than a regulariry said to
hold for all persons of a certain type.' Dispositional explanation thus falls short of law-covered explanation in its particularity (a point which Gardiner's brief discussion may not
have made clear). It is accidental, not essential,to the explanar See Note Erp. t7r.
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tion, that in the caseof the glass we know that objects of this
kind will have the dispositional property mentioned. The
modification of the covering law theory represented by the
recognition of dispositional explanation is therefore quite a
major one.
Like explanations in terms of a covering generalization,
dispositional explanations often appear so trivial as to invite
the judgement: 'Really no explanation at all.' In general, the
more 'single-track' the disposition referred to, the more trivial
will the explanation appear. This helps to explain the fact that
the logical respectability of dispositional explanation has not
always been admitted even in quarters where 'regularity' is
taken as the watchword. Crawford, for instance, attacks his
fellow historian, Lord Elton, in withering terms for declaring,
in an account of the failure of local government in the early
years of the French Revolution:"Centralization is in the blood
of Frenchmen; and Frenchmen must be administered, even if
they are not governed." This Crar,vford castigates as a mere
"seeming explanation".t It can be reduced, he says, to the
statement : "Frenchmen preferred centralized administration
becausethey had the habit of preferring centralized administration." And this (although formally sound on the dispositional
model) he finds quite unenlightening. Crawford's'reduction'
of this rather flowery exampleof dispositional explanation to a
'habit' statement may perhaps go too far. But any answer to
the question'Why?' which could be reduced to'It's habitual
with him', would at least leave room for argument as to
whether it offered a very trivial explanation, or avoided the
demand for explanation altogether.
The majority of dispositional statements about people,
however, are not trivial in this way, and it is not hard to discover historical examples whose logical force is much more
plausibly elicited by Ryle's model of the breaking glassthan by
the original covering law theory. S. R. Gardiner, for instance,
explains the fatal policy of Charles I dispositionally when he
observes: "What he was doing he did from a lwe of order,
I Op. cit., p. 16.
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combined with sheer ignorance of mankind." And the same
sort of explanation is often also given of the behaviour of
groups, for example, in accounting for the peculiarities of Irish
Americans by referring to their Anglophobia.
The question which remains to be answered, however, is
whether all explanations of human action in terms of motives,
intentions, pulposes, &c., can be accountedfor in terms of the
dispositional model: in particular, whether dispositional
analysis brings out the real point of what, in previous sections,
I called 'rational explanation'. And it seemsto me clear enough
that it does not. A pure dispositional explanation tells us that
the person or thing under investigation tended to do things of
(perhaps roughly) the sort done, under certain (unspecified)
circumstances. It shows that what was done was the sort of
thing we might have expected-it was the sort of thing that
would be done by this person or thing. But in most historical
contexts, such an explanation would tell us scarcely anything
we really wanted to know when we asked: 'Why did he do it?'
For in giving the dispositional answer, the point of what was
done tends to drop out of sight. To attempt to analyseexplanations of the form, 'A did x in order to achievey', as covertly
dispositional simply ignores the question which we may
reasonably assumethe investigator to have had in mind when
he reprgsented this as an explanation.
It is not without significance in this connexion to remark
that dispositional explanation is very frequently given in history where it is necessary to head off the reader's incipient
demand to know'Why?' in the rational sense.The following
example of a genuine dispositional explanation of a rather
complex sort illustrates the point. I. D. Jones, in accounting
for Cromwell's political4lecisions of the late r64o's, declares:
and lettersshowhis difficultyin reachingdecisionsand
His speeches
his reluctanceto assumeresponsibility;he had not the mind that could
planahead,but the geniusthat actedon impulse.He originatednoneof
the manyschemes
of his party; he tookfire from theideasof others,such
as Ireton, Harrisonand T.ambert.He waited,often in agonies
of indecision,for guidancefrom "Providsnsss"-ths handof God revealedin
events;he read the omenslike a Roman Consul. This, alone and
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adequately, explains his sudden adoption of the extremists in May
fi47 and December 1648,and his final decisionon Charles' death. . . . t
Here ]ones

explains the impulsive,

inadequately

reasoned

decisionsof 647-8 by locating them in a generalpattern of
Cromwell's behaviourduring thoseyears.When we seethem
in this context of dispositionswe are no longer surprised.
Similarly, in the case of the explanation of the policy of
Charles I, quoted above, the historian-perhaps becauseof
the greatstupidity of the king's behaviour-is contentto show
that it was characteristic.
But although dispositional characterizationmay alleviate
surprise,it doesnot do it by revealingthe point or rationale
of what was done. For 'disposition' is a spectator'sword; it
belongsto the languageof observingand predicting, rather
than of deliberatingand deciding.If the agentweteto explain
his actionby pointing out which of his dispositionalcharacteristics he had actualized,his explanationwould seem oddly
irrelevant. Nor should we think of saying: 'So that's the disposition Smith wasactualizing!Now I seewhat he wasup to!'
It is true, of course, that many of the component factual
statementsof a rational explanation-e.g. statementsof what
the agent's beliefs and attitudes were-may be acceptedon
the basisof argumentsof the form: 'He tends to do so-andso, so he must believeso-and-sb.'And it may evenbe alleged
that belief is, itself, a dispositionalcharacteristic.But to allow
this would not be to admit that the explanationgiven by
meansof suchfactualstatementsis itself dispositionalin form.
In his discussionof dispositionalanalysis,Ryle warns us
that we must avoid "equating understandingwith psychological diagnosis,i.e. with causalinferencesfrom overt behaviour to mental processesin accordancewith lawsyet to be
discoveredby the psychologists. . .".2 With this I haveno
quarrel, but I think the statementjust astrue if 'psychological
diagnosis'is taken more broadly than Ryle's proviso allows.
For we must also avoid equatingunderstandingwith merely
I The English Ranolution,p. 85.

2 Op, cit., p.
58,
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recognizing that actions fall under certain behaviour patterns'
or that they are likely to be preceded and followed by actions
of a related kind.
In saying this I am not complaining, as some critics have,
that dispositional analysis, when applied to 'mental conduct
concepts', is akind of.behaaiowism.For the distinction between
dispositions and occurrences cuts across that between what is
covert and what is overt, so that some exercisesof most human
dispositional characteristics will be overt, while others will be
covert. My complaint is rather that, as an account of what have
often been called'teleological explanations', dispositional
analysis is a kind of.spectatorisrn It misconstrues the logic of
typical explanations of human actions because it manceuvres
the investigator into considering them from the wrong standpoint. There is a senseof 'explain' in which an action is only
explained when it is seen in a context of rational deliberation;
when it is seenfrom the point of view of an agent. Ryle appears
to me to be a much safer guide to the analysis of such explanations when, at several points in The Concept of Mind, he
represents understanding another person's action as a matter
of 'following the workings' of his mind.' For into this notion
could be read most of what I have tried to sav about rational
explanation.
7. Dispositions, Reasons,and Causes
There is one other question arising out of Gardiner's dispositional theory which requires comment if we are not to be
misled about the nature of explanation of action in history.
Gardiner, like Ryle, draws a sharp distinction between dispositional and causal explanation; he says, for instance, that
the statement, 'John hit you with a hammer becausehe is badtempered' cannot be "reduced to arr explanation asserting a
causal relation between two events or processes,one of which
is labelled 'John's bad temper"'. But although this is true,
Gardiner appears to me to reach his conclusion for the wrong
reason, i.e. that motives like 'bad temper' since they are to be
t p. 6r .
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analysedas dispositionsto behavein certainways,rather than
as occurrences,cannot be causes.At one point, for instance,
he saysthat motive explanationsare "not causalat all".r In
this he appearsto follow Ryle, who, in The Conceptof Mind,
declared:"Motives are not happenings,and aretherefore not
of the right type to be causes."z
That this conclusioncannotbe correctis strongly suggested
by the very common citation of dispositionalcharacteristics
as causesby historians. Sir David Keir, having pointed out
that, following English reversesin the Dutch War of t665-7,
there was "a new encroachmenton the Prerogative" by the
Commons,observes:"Charles' resentmentat this intrusion
was undoubtedly one of the many causeswhich led him to
abandonClarendonto impeachmentin r667."t And someof
the dispositionalexamplesnotedintheprecedingsectioncould
easilybe recastinto causalform-for instance,'The causeof
the fatalpolicy of CharlesI washis loveof order and ignorance
of mankind', or 'It was Disraeli's ambition which causedhis
attackon Peelin 1646'.What modificationsshouldbe madein
the Ryle-Gardiner theory in the light of such cases?
I do not think that the admission that 'bad temper' or
'ambition' or 'ignorance'canbe a causeneedgive any comfort
to thosewho (asRyle might put it) wish to reinstatethe ghost
in the machine.For there is no needto assumethat because
motives,intentions,habits, beliefs,and the rest can be causes,
they arethereforeto be regardedasmental eventsor processes
after all. The error is to be located rather in thinking that only
eventsor processescan be causes,whereasthere would seem
to be virtually no restriction whateverupon the type of thing
that can qualify as a cause,provided it passes,in a particular
context, what, in Chapter IV, I called the pragmatic and
inductive tests. If John would not have hit me had he been
good tempered (i.e. the presumption is that the occasion
r Op. cit., p. r34. Gardiner does deny that explanationsare always in terms
of events; but this is only to leaveroom for explanationsin terms of (non-causal)
dispositions, rather than for causeswhich are not events (seep. r).
' p. rr3.
t ConstitutianalHistory of Modun Bitain (4th edn.), rg1o,p.24g.
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scarcelyjustified the blow), then his bad temper may be
regardedas a necessarycondition; and sincewe may feel that
it is high time he took his temper in hand, we may selecttlis
necessarycondition as the pragmatically important one, and
thus call it the cause.As ProfessorIJrmson haspointed out,
"what is referred to in one context as a motive may be referred to in another as a cause".' It is the conteit of inquiry
which determineswhether a dispositionalcharacteristicwill
be a causalcandidateor not.
The apparentlogical cleavagebetweencausaland dispositional explanationhassometimesbeenclosedin anotherway.
Mr. P. Alexander,for instance,remindsus that for a disposition to be actualizedthere must be 4n essssisn-\ /hich he
calls the cause.2A piece of glassshatterswhen a stonehits it
Dol&becauseit has the dispositionalproperty of being brittle
and becausesomeoneprovidesa causeby throwing a brick at
it. But although I agreethat to cite a dispositionalproperty
might properly be regardedas an incompleteexplanationof
what happenedif the occasionis unknown, to regard the
occasion,rather than the dispositionalproperty, as 'the cause'
is to makethe mistakealreadymentioned.It is to assumethat
causalconditionsmust be eventsor processes
(while shrinking
from admitting that they may be 'mental' ones).Alexander
.thinkethat to call a motive a cause"would be absurd". But
this supposedabsurdity is actually a commonplace.A dis.
positionalcharacteristic
is a type of 'standingcondition'; and
standing conditions,as well as precipitating ones, can be
causes.
The distinction betweencausaland dispositionalexplanation, althoughit is important to draw it, should thereforenot
be drawn in such a u{ay that dispositionsas such are denied
causalstatus.A somewhatsimilar qualificationwill be found
necessaryif we attempt to draw a logical line betweencausal
and rational explanation,as many philosopherswho recognize
r 'Motives and Causes', ProceedingsoJ the Aristotelian Society, Supp, Vol.,
1952,P. r93.
2 'Cause and Cure in Psychotherapy', ibid., 1955, p.
34.
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a difference between answers in terms of reasons and causes
do. For (to put it a little crudely) reasons, too, can be causes.
Consider, for instance, Hal6vy's explanation of a strike at
Newcastle in May 1816: it was, he writes "caused by insufficient wages and the high price of bread".' It is surely not
misreading what is asserted to say that the conditions here
described as the cause are precisely those which were 'taken
into account' by the strikers in reaching the decision to stop
work. The rational basis of the asserted causal connexion is
even more explicitly brought out in the following explanation
by D. Thomson of the cleavage between the landed and
industrial groups in England in the nineteenth century. He
writes:
The use to which the landedinterestsput their predominancein
Parliamentto protect themselvesin this way at the expenseof the
industrial populationsof the townsand the manufacturinginterests
causedthe first big open split betweenlanded and manufacturing
interests.All alike wantedsteadyand level prices: but the industrial
interests,employersand workersalike,wantedthis to be at a low level,
so as to makeu'agesgo further, keepwage-billslow and thereforethe
cost of manufacturedgoodslow, and enablethem to redp maximum
benefitsin world markets.The cotton-merchantslikewisewanted the
plentiful import of cheapcorn to enablethe corn-exportingcountriesto
pay for the manufacturedcotton'goodsthat Englandexported.The
landownersand farmerswantedcorn-pricesstabilizedat a high level.
Thus two distinctgroupsof econdmicinterestsgrewuP' bitterly hostile
to one another:and this led to the long agitationfor the repealofthe
Corn Laws,the FreeTrade movementasa whole,and the demandfor
the lesseningof the powerenjoyedby the agriculturaland landedinterestsin Parliament.z
In Other Minds, Professor John Wisdom observes, truly,
that some causes are very nearly reasons.3But this does not
quite say what such examples require us to say about the relation between causal and rational explanation; for even this
remark preserves the dichotomy. What is required is a
qualified restatement of Collingwood's doctrine that in history
r Op. cit., vol. ii, p. ro.
2 England in the Ninetee?.thCentury,I{armondsworth, r95o' p. 37.
3 Orford, 1952.,P. 2.
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the term 'cause'is often (he, as we saw in Chapter IV, said
'always')usedin SenseI: the sensein which to causesomeone
to do somethingis to provide him with a motive for doing
it (where nmotive'means'reason'). As Collingwood himself
observed,to be causedto act in this sensedoesnot imply that
the agentdid not makeup his mind to do what he did on the
basisof certainrationalconsiderations.rIt is true that in many
cases,we should not saythat the agentactedfreely; for often
providing someonewith reasonsfor doing something, for
example,holding a pistol to his head, is preciselywhat we
meanby compellinghim to do what he does.But evenin such
a case,the causalconnexionbetweenthe pointed pistol and
the agent's subsequentbehaviour is to be understood in
rational terms.
The important point for our accountof explanationin history is that the necessityof a causalconnexion,when it is
actionswe are lalking about, is very often rational necessity.
In Chapter IV, in discussingthe logic of 'cause',I said that
althoughthere are variousways of arguingfor a causalassertion, the causehad to be a necessarycondition of its effect.
But there is more than one kind of necessity;and in history
the relevantkind will often be that found in action donefor a
good r,eason(from the agent'spoint of view). In the situation
sketchedby Hal6vy, for instance,if we are to establishthe
causalconnexionbetweenthe strikeandthe "insufficientwages
and the high price of bread", we shall haveto fill out the circumstances,beliefs, &c., of the strikers to the point where
we can saythat without the additional conditionscited, there
rrould havebeeninsufficientreasonfor going out.
Is there no important difference,then, betweensaying of
the action of a rationaf agent,'/'s reasonfor doing tr wosjl'r
and saying'The causeof A's doing * wasy' ? The difference,
I think, is oneof approach,or point of view, or kind of inquiry.
To say the first sort of thing is-as has been suggestedat
length in the presentchapter-to adoptthe point of view of an
agent. To say the secondis to adopt the point of view of a
' An Essayon Metaphysirs,p,2go.
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manipulator-although of one well aware that he is dealing
with agents who act on rational considerations. Butterfield,
in the passage quoted in section r, contrasts empathetic
understanding with "a causal or stand-offish attitude" l and
this distinction remains even when it is admitted that the
causeof an action may be that which provides the agent with a
reason for doing what was done. And it is a fact of ordinary
historical writing that historians do sometimes take up this
'stand-offish' attitude in explaining even the rational behaviour
of their characters.

